On the map below, indicate where you saw areas of high pedestrian traffic and low pedestrian traffic. Note whether pedestrian speed was slow or fast. Also note whether there were any gatherings of people standing still, sitting, or otherwise stopped.

Time of Day Observing:

Weather

Draw your target streets by hand, or use mapping tools or programs to insert your street map here!
# Walk Appeal: Walking Tours to Improve the Pedestrian Environment

## Sidewalks
- **S-1** No sidewalk
- **S-2** Gaps in sidewalk continuity
- **S-3** Sidewalk cracked or lifted
- **S-4** Sidewalk width reduced by poles, trees, etc
- **S-5** Visibility at driveways blocked
- **S-6** Drivers going in or out of driveways did not yield
- **S-0** Other sidewalk concerns (please describe)

## Intersections
- **I-1** No curb ramp at the corner
- **I-2** Diagonal curb ramp
- **I-3** Straight curb ramp
- **I-4** Curb ramp difficult for wheelchair use
- **I-5** Crosswalk painted
- **I-6** Crosswalk not painted
- **I-7** Problems seeing drivers or for drivers seeing you at the corner
- **I-8** Did not feel safe crossing street (please explain)
- **I-0** Other intersection concerns or observations

## Design Issues
- **D-1** Lots of windows at eye level
- **D-2** Parking lot fronts street instead of building
- **D-3** Sidewalk seating or other use by businesses
- **D-4** Blank walls or “dead” facades
- **D-5** Area where additional wayfinding and signage for pedestrians is needed
- **D-6** Green space or natural area
- **D-0** Other design concerns (please describe)

## General Traffic Concerns
- **A-1** Too much traffic
- **A-2** Sidewalk too close to the street
- **A-3** Traffic moves too fast
- **A-0** Other general traffic concerns

## Traffic Signals
- **T-1** Separate pedestrian signals (Y/N)
- **T-2** Was there a push button for the pedestrian signal? (Y/N)
- **T-3** Problems knowing when it was your turn to cross the street
- **T-4** Took too long for ped signal to come on
- **T-5** Not enough time to cross before signal changed again for traffic
- **T-6** Problems when turning drivers did not yield
- **T-7** Problems with drivers turning right on red
- **T-8** Problems with drivers running yellow/red signal
- **T-0** Other traffic signal concerns (please describe)

## Comfort Considerations
- **C-1** Drinking fountain
- **C-2** Benches
- **C-3** Nowhere to sit
- **C-4** Shade trees
- **C-5** Lack of shade
- **C-6** Feels unsafe due to dogs or other animals
- **C-7** Feels unsafe due to other people
- **C-8** Concerns about odors or fumes
- **C-9** Noisy
- **C-0** Other comfort concerns (please describe)

## Activity and Use
- **U-1** Positive interaction between buildings and street
- **U-2** Purpose or use of adjacent buildings unclear
- **U-3** Area of high foot traffic
- **U-4** Area of low foot traffic
- **U-5** Mix of activities and uses available for people using public space
- **U-6** “Positive friction” present (things to pedestrians to look at and experience while walking)
- **U-7** Pedestrians using space in variety of ways
- **U-8** Historical Marker or Site
- **U-0** Other use concerns or considerations
Draw your target streets by hand, or use mapping tools or programs to insert your street map here!
Please indicate where you have comments along your route. You can include both positive comments and areas where you have concerns. For example, you can note places where it was easy to cross a street, where there were benches or water fountains along the way, where there were friendly neighbors out, or where there were fun things to see in people’s yards or in front of buildings. You can also indicate locations where there are problems crossing streets, areas without sidewalks, where people drive too fast or fail to yield to pedestrians in crosswalks, places where you feel uncomfortable walking past houses or buildings for any reason, and more.

Number each circle you draw on your map and add comments about each location below, using the same numbers as you used in the circles. You can use the codes on the front page of this sheet as comments to indicate common observations and concerns. You can also add any information or new categories you want to record.